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HOME PROGRAM: Yes/No Questions – Complex 

Practicing tasks that address goals need to be conducted every day for positive outcomes. Patients performing 
home programs each day — allow for daily work toward goals. 
 
Instructions: Caregivers are too set a time aside each day, for about 10 minutes at least. If patients have 
difficulty with the first answer, caregivers should provide visual help with a head nod or head shake. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
“Let’s answer some question with ‘yes’ or ‘no.’”  
 
“Yes List      “No” List  
Does yen come from Japan?     Is opposition typically welcomed? 
Is being civilized important?     Can you ride a horse and remain in a still position? 
Is it desirable to unearth an ancient fortune?  Can someone else write your diary and it’s legitimate? 
Is abstinence something AA recommends?  Is it possible for medications to have harmful side effects? 
Are evacuations something that is necessary?  Does Styrofoam disintegrate easily? 
Are casanovas popular?     Are binoculars and microscopes the same objects? 
Is “falling in love” a desirable action?   Is being patient the same as impatience? 
Is it necessary to obtain adequate physical activity? Are all false information beneficial? 
Do agents exist for the government?   Do people want to live in a contaminated area? 
Are high traffic areas hurt by construction?   Does someone in authority always make the right choice? 
Is it necessary go to the hairdresser each day?  Is torture a pleasurable experience? 
Are guesses always correct answers?   Is a “walk in the park” always a “walk in the park”? 
Do most people have a “dream job”?                          Do all car accidents result in totaled vehicles? 
Is kidnapping always illegal?     Is winning a necessary for enjoying any type of game? 
Is an annulment a legal action?    Do painters as professionals only paint walls? 
Is an ailment the same thing as a sickness?   Are all marriages harmonious? 
Is circumventing a tactic in the military?   Is emotional resilience something everyone has? 
Do friends have a camaraderie about them?  Are opinions debatable? 
Can a small flame be suppressed by blankets?  Is it wise to be trustworthy of all people? 
Do people embellish their home during holidays?  Do cardiologists specialize in skin conditions? 
Was segregation part of US history?    If something is a “fiasco,” is it a bad thing? 
Is there a national gubernatorial race?  Is ridiculing others helpful? 
Is mischievous and “annoyingly playful” the same? Should you make a mockery out of a judge? 
Are funerals sometimes painstakingly difficult?  Should you rationalize an illegal act? 
Do you have a prerogative to leave a restaurant? Are nice people belligerent?  
Is it possible to refurbish an aquarium?  Is it patriotic to burn a flag?         
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